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1. Introduction 

The Airports Economic Regulatory Authority (AERA) is a statutory body 
constituted under the Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India Act, 2008 vide 
Gazette Notification dated 5th December 2008. AERA was established by the 
Government, to create a level playing field and foster healthy competition among 'major' 
airports, to encourage investment in airport facilities, to regulate tariffs for aeronautical 
services etc. 

2. Functions of AERA 

The main functions of AERA are 

•	 to determine the tariff for'th~~ec8~qutical services; 

•	 to determine the amol)ntoftn~,develqpr:hent fees in respect of major airports; 
' ...',_ '';' ,:. ,-x ,':..:,: ',.' :', ',.',~-. ',''.,;. :,.;.,> 

•	 to determine the amouqtiqttne~p:~~g~Fgers service fee levied under rule 88 of 
the Aircraft Rules, 193ir:hqqe.Lln~:e:rtne Aircraft Act, 1934 (22 of 1934); 

•	 to monitor the set perfdrmal'lP~ ,standards relating to quality, continuity and 
reliability of service as mqy.bespecified by the Central Government or any 
authority authorized by itih this behalf 

3. Back Ground 

In accordance with the prpvisl:g,g~ .. cO?f:C1ioed in Section 13 of Airports Economic 
Regulatory Authority of India Acf(AERA'Act), 2008, the Authority determined 
aeronautical tariffs of Coimbatore Airport, for the first Control Period i.e. 01.04.2018 to 
3103.2023 vide Order No 44/2018-19 dated 06.03.2019. 

3.1 As detailed in Table 44 under para 14.5 of the above said order, the Authority 
determined RS.273.01 crores as the total discounted Aggregate Revenue Requirement 
(ARR) as per Regulatory<BUilding Blocks fgrtbe entire 1st Control Period. Fuel 

Throughput Charg~\(FTCrW~'S on~Qf:thec9IllPon¢t1t~)if:0 achieve this revenue 
requirement along;\Aiith otHer aerO;[ial.1ti.~aJ serviqe§§ush ' as Landing, Parking &v 
Housing, UDF, etc. 

32 The Fuel Through Itih'h::lrn",'<:::j"r'irlc::jr~prl~n aSlSlart of ARR by the Authority as per 

the above Tariff Order is y.pYyl,."';' 
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4. Ministry of Civil Aviation vide letter no.AV.13030/216/2016-ER (Pt2) dated 
08.01.2020 decided to discontinue the levy of Airport Operator Charge or Fuel 

Throughput Charge in any manifestation at all airports. Para 4 of the said letter reads as 

under: 

"Keeping in view all aspects of the matter, in light of the need to uphold 

affordability and sustainability of air passenger and air cargo transportation as per 
the National Civil Aviation Policy 2016, it has been decided as follows 

(i)	 Levy of airport operator charge or fuel throuqbpu! charge in any 

manifestation shall be discontinued at all airports, airstrips and heliports 

(ii) AERA/ 

ibrating 

.<';:;.: -. 

U 

across India with immeciiap7irt" ':/''c",~';''~ 

Ministry of:.::&J~il case may be, should take into 

account the amountY and duly compensate the Airport 

Operator! AAI by other tariffs during their 

determinations of airp . 

5. Considering the above pq:l,i of MoCA, the Authority vide letter 

no. AERA/ 20015/FT/201 0-11Nql'~IJ.:.9y~t.::·.•9.~·.2020 advised the Airport Operators at 
all 'major' airports to implement th~'afQr~§~f~M~~~Aletter with immediate effect AERA, 
also advised the Airport Operato(~t9'$' ·yproposalfor compensation, if any, due 
to discontinuation of Fuel ThroughS'· YTC) for consideration of the Authority 

',,- > 
~("l' 'z:.;':~::,-f'~:·;:~'~::r ·~::~~~-~r'''~':·::~ f""'~; 

6. Accordingly, AAI vide letter no. AAI/CHQ/AERAIFTC/2020 dated 23.03.2020 

submitted their proposal to compensate revenue loss of Rs5.02 crores (at NPV) on 

account of discontinuation of FTC at Coimbatore Airport, for the remaining period of 

First Control Period i.e.15.01.2020 to 31.03.2023. AAI proposed to recover the expected 

revenue loss in the form of increased UDF charges. 

The shortfall in 

Table-2 below: 
IS given in 

6.51 

Total FTC loss 

Table - 2 Shortfall in FTC Revenu.e as calculat~d by AAI 

Period for which Loss 
claimed by AAI claimed by AAI 

FTC Revenue Projections 692 
as per AERA Tariff Order (Rs. in crores) 
----------------~--------------------- --------------~----------------1------------------------------1-------------------

PV factor 0.77/0.67/0.590.88 

FTC Revenue Projections (at NPV) 0.36 4.66 5.02 
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. 6.1 AAI has requested AERA to consider allowing compensation for loss of FTC In 

the form of increase in UDF Charges as per table-3 below. 

Table - 3 Increase in UDF J Pax as Proposed by AAI 

FTC Compensation claimed by AAI for 
period up to FY 2020-23 (at NPV) 
(Rs. In Crores) 

350 

DOM 

Existing Rates of 
as per AERATariff 

Increase in UDF per 
( Ai B ) 

No. of Departing Pax as per Tariff. Order 
[50% of total traffic projections for period 
FY 2020-21, FY 2021-22' 

2022-23] 

5.02 (A) 

6044228 (B) 

Rs. 8/ approx 

Revision in UDF Rates 
proposed by AAI 

458 

INTL 

358 

DOM 

Y
 

Authority's Examination 

7. The Authority carefully examined the proposal of AAI in reference to the letter' 
no. AV.13030/216/ 2016-ER (Pt.2) dated 08.01.2020 issued by MoCA. 

7.1 The Authority as per Order 1\10.44/2018-19 had expected that AAI would generate 

250 

24 12 

2.30 

21 19 

2.121.950.51 

Table  4 

revenue from Landing and F during the First rol Period as detailed below: 

Revenue from 
Landing Charges 

jRevenue from 
! FTC 
" 

1'----.--- 
i 

7.2 The Authority observed that the tariff for Coimbatore Airport,· has been 
determined up to 31.03.2023 ie. the 1st control period (01.04.2018 to 31.03.2023) and 
the 3rd tariff year FY 2020-21 (T3) is in progress. Therefore, the Authority, assumes that 
the expected shortfall in revenue from FTC may not be more than the FTC revenue 
projected for FY 2019-20 (pro rata for 2.5 months), FY 2020-21 to FY 2022-23 as per 

the AERA Tariff Order No. 44/2018-19. ~:;~-,~;:;:~, 
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Further, the Authority observed that, AAI, in its Proposal had calculated the shortfall in 

FTC revenues by taking the base year as FY 2018-19 for calculating the NPV 

(considering discounting rate as 14%) and have calculated total expected shortfall as 

RS.5.02 crores for the period from 15.01.2020 to 31.03.2023 as may be seen at 

Table-2 above. 

However, as the shortfall i.r.o FY 2019-20 (from 1501.2020 to 31.03.2020) and 

FY2020-21 is being compensated in FY 2020-21, which is already in progress, the 

Authority, in its calculation had considered FY 2020-21 as base year for NPV purpose 

Thus, the Authority calculated the expected total shortfall in revenue from FTC / ARR to 
,5'Nft.t'?"'~Y"'i'J..\", . 

be RS.6.47 erores for the perioJ::h",tr 1",""- 1"'4020 to 31.03.2023 which is 12% of 
//'•.,," : (.\-""~ ..)\"" 

expected revenue from LandiQ~~;~" i~;J1?ame period as shown in table- 5 

below.t~;~i2t 

Table 5. Calculation of Increas 

(Rs. in Crores)
 

Projected Landing 1 FTC revenue as per
 

Tariff Order No.44/2018-19
 

Revenue from Landing Charges 

Revenue from FTC 
(incl 2.5 months pro rata rev for FY19-20) 

Revenue from Landing Charges (at NPV) A*C =D 
.";-'::'---C ;;- 1"'=' ..:.. /= 

B*C=E 

Increase in Landing Charges proposed by 

Authority ( in %age) 

Revenue from FTC (ie.Shortfall) (at NPV) 

E/D *100 12% 
. __.. _._.. _ _ .. 1.._.._. .. _ .__._.__ . .. 

7.3 The Auth .",.FTC, was one of the 
'~r¢r 

components of 0 r~ed to them by the Oil 

suppliers (OMCs) as"'a; as gl'1 'xb a 1'Ji i t~~ii€ost of fuel (ATF) The 

Airport Operators were charging FTC to the Oil suppliers as 'royalty', in addition to Land 

arges Proposed by Authority in CP 

FY 2021-22 FY 2022-23 Total 

T4 Ts 

21.19 24.12 63.94 

2.53 2.30 2.50 7.33 
1.00 0.88 077 

18.63 18.59 18.56 55.78 
253 2.02 1.92 6.47 

. 

.....---.-.-.. -4i;t+~ 

pi:)iVI;i;'~tA;:4I;:'<1·'t'fr~·\:a",!r,(r~· 

····c· ...:;:..··· I' 

Rent 

Therefore, in effect, aboli ctly result in a reduction in the 

cost of ATF to the Airline. to t s Iso oiding the cascading effect of 

taxes, and, thus serves to monetarily benefit the Airlines. Any compensation, therefore, 

should be recovered from the Airlines. In view of this, the Authority, is not inclined to 

pass on the burden of compensation to the passengers in the form of increased UDF 

charges. AERA considers FTC as one of the aeronautical charges, hence, the shortfall 

can be compensated through aeronautical services only. 

Accordingly, the Authority proposed to compensate this shortfall in FTC / ARR revenues 

to the Airport Operator (AAI) by increasing the Landing Charges in the balance years of 

the ongoing First Control Period. The Authority, proposed to revise the existing Landing 
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Charges from 01072020 to 31.03.2023 and to true up the revenues based on actuals 
while determining the tariff of Coimbatore Airport, for the 2nd Control Period. 

8. Therefore, the Authority, having examined the submissions made by AAI issued 
the Consultation Paper No. 17/2020-21dated 15.06.2020 proposing the following for 
Stakeholder Consultation: 

(i)	 The Authority proposes to increase Landing Charges by increasing the existing 
rates by 12% in each of the tariff years FY 2020-21, FY2021-22 & FY2022-23 at 
Coimbatore Airport, i.e for the period wef 01.072020 to 31.03.2023 or till the 
determination of aeronautical. charges for the 21ld Control Period, to recover the 

determining tariff for 2nd Control 

he comments have been received from 

shortfall in FTC Revenues of R rores. 

(ii) To true 
Period. 

9. STAKEHOLDER'S COIVI 

In response to the Consult 
the following stakeholders: 

AAI in its comments has subming revenue for FY 2020-21 may be 
taken proportionate to recovery p hs instead of 12 months which comes 

to RS.13.97 crores (Rs 1863*9/1~~1f~q:t~wever, accepted the calculation of the 
Authority for FY 2021-22 & FY 2022::23 AAI ,\~as thus calculated the revenue from 
landing charges for balance controlperiod to be RS.51.12 crores (13.97+18.59+1856) 
(refer table-5), and, have therefore, requested to consider allowing an increase of 13% 
in Landing Charges to compensate the shortfall of RS.6.47 crores in FTC Revenues. 

FIA has stated t an increase of airport 
charges/tariff, of financial impact on the 
airlines experienced In the wake of Coronavirus (CO out~eak. However, without 
prejudice to the above, in the event it is proposed to compensate AAI airport by way of 
increase in airport charges fo t into consideration: 

I) Recalibration of tariff t ion under 2nd Control Period 

The MoCA letter states that AERA should take into account the amount of FTC revenue 
stream and "duly compensate the Airport Operator / AAI by suitably recalibrating other 
tariffs during their determination of airport tariffs." 

s 

FIA has pointed out that the above direction by MoCA and more particularly the words 
'determination of airport tariffs', clearly indicates that the intent and direction of MoCA is 
to adjust or amend tariff and to take into account the loss of FTC revenue for each 
airport, during the process of regular tariff determination at the beginning of the 
respective 'Control Period' of the AAI ...9.Lr-PfU:!.S. Therefore, considering that the 

4~'-', ~~ 

./:~..1!5 ~)i~'~". 
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concerned AAI airports in the present Consultation Paper is in the third year of its 
'Control Period' (1 st ), any recalibration or adjustment due for the tariff determination 
should take place, only during the next Control Period (2nd) in regular course of tariff 
determination. 

II) Revision of User Development Fee (UOF) as per AAI Proposal 

FIA has urged AERA to reconsider UOF as a tariff head to be recalibrated, to provide 
compensation to AAI Airports citing that AAI in its proposal has asked for increased 
UOF towards compensation in lieu of FTC. FIA has further pointed out that the Authority 
has proposed an increase in UOF at the airports at Vishakhapatnam, Goa and Pune, 
while its express intent as per the curr~tJlpr.CDposal is not to burden the passengers with 
increasedUOF.·<-', -,/~, :,,': :':< "",'",' 

FIA has suggested that as a~c~tl~~ji~~:;;~+~uthority, may consider allowing a 
balanced increase of tariff (for co~~~dB¥P' . (ports), being spread equally over pass 
through charges (UOF) along Wic~'h;oi:{ irectly billed to airlines like Landing, 

to the Consultation Paper. 

hg1tc;,()n~jUc:te(j.any Stakeholders' meeting in relation 

Parking or Housing Charges, durin~h~;~~f Period. 

III) Stakeholders' Consultation Meetih~'\'; 
FIA has submitted that AERA 

10.	 PUBLIC NOTICE 

The comments received from FIA & AAI were uploaded on AERA's website vide 

Public Notice No. 09/2020-21 dated 02.07.2020. 

11.	 AAI's VIEW ON STAKEHOLDERS' COMMENTS: 

AAI has not give\tJ\f\a8yspe8:!;I;:,~pmm~Dt~j;~Ow~:~~<;JheY;'\h~v~,reiterated their proposal
 

for increase irY''';~~F\ :for{~OmR~p~a~lon f;iQ;.\,;';.\Ji~u\.~f ~x~ected revenue loss
 
. due to discontinuation 'of FTC. On th~ \;~mments ;'of; FIAre'garding re-calibration or
 

adjustment of tariff in the next Control Period, AAI have submitted that the suggestion
 
may not be agreed to as re '¢ver the loss in the current Control
 
Period. 

lr'lot;l;}e 

12.	 AUTHORITY's VIEW ON STAKEHOLDER'S COMMENTS 

121	 The Authority carefully examined the comments of stakeholders and is of the 
view that AERA had considered FTC as one of the aeronautical charges to 
recover the target revenue determined for 1sl Control Period ie 01.04.2018 to 
31.03.2023. The discontinuation of FTC from 15.01.2020 has created gap in 

actual revenue vis-a-vis the target revenue as per tariff order. The present crisis 
due to COVI0-19 outbreak has affected all the stakeholders across aviation 
industry and this may further reduce the recovery of ARR Hence, any delay in 

implementation of this Order is not a8pr~i~~~Q,,~.iew of fund required by the 
" ..;1.•.." • '., ", ',,_ 
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Airport Operator for the capital investments in progress and day to day operation 
at these airports 

12.2	 FTC was a part of fuel cost for airlines and abolition of FTC and consequent 
avoidance of cascading effect of taxes .has direct benefit for airlines. Even if the 
Airlines has to pay additional landing charges equal to the amount of oil 
throughput charges, they still benefit to 'some extent from the savings on account 
of Taxes Hence, the Authority, does not feel it will be appropriate to charge the 
passenger and pass on the entire saving/benefit to the Airlines. 

The Airlines ticket pricing depends on strateqy/policy adopted by Airlines to 
further their business, and, thet~lEiO}~nts/costing of the airline ticket price is not 

fully known. The AuthoritYJeel?'~t~~.~~~h;9.~~iIl9 of additional landing charges in lieu 

of FTC should not impaQt:;tl.ckE?t~.~i~.,,:.9~.~~t~~ Airlines must have considered the 
impact of FTC amount inth~,,;p:uI'Ghig.;P9(:~eforeits abolishment Moreover, the 
Authority feels that the Airl)' ' . . . . then have all the freedom to pass on 

the additional landingcharg	 nger, if they so wish. 

12.3	 To clarify the comments rai~.e~.ttJ:Rrf~,attheCivil Enclaves of Goa, Pune, Vizag, 
the Landing Charges acc~lJetO}.~efef")q~;c~,uthoritiesand not to the AAI,As there 
were no scope to comp~n~ateAAI;:thr()'ugh Landing charges the Authority, 

therefore, decided to corrV~~~,~~t~.:tili~6rp~§ of FTC revenue through UDF. The 
.,.';'h';>'~~i'''~"'''; ''''''..tn''\.:'<~.i, ,::.t,,',,{~ '~ ".> 

same has been adequately§xpL1;tin~(tiD,th§ Order for respective airports. 
{"'( r,..'·'-::,.{ <'''~ (;'~1 \~r't .(~~ (."~ 

Further, it is reiterated that as- per established principles, the Authority, ensures a 
balanced mix of the aeronautical charges (LP&H, UDF, etc.) during regular 
determination of tariff, however, this particular instance is a 'one off exercise.' 

12.4	 Regarding FIA's suggestion for holding stakeholders meeting the Authority 

decides not tocondu~t;:lhe same in view 0 ollowing: 
~;1	 '<\'J .. 

a) 

;'.>;'. 

';Cdffi'cf~·.ct~'d numerous rounds ofo ....Jy.~dt~~;t;:;M~C 
9pn$olta'tiqn'S>"8h~~o~s t,h$·i.~~I[p~rations of two industry 

working group~ repr~s~nti~g~' Airlin~' Opefioltors, 'Ai~port Operators, Fuel 
Infrastructure Facility Providers, Oil Marketing Companies etc. before 
abolishing the F1 

b)	 The Authority i nue to the Airport Operator in 
addition to already A vide Order No. 44/2018-19 dated 

0603.2019 wherein aeronautical tariffs were finalized after extensive 
Stakeholders Consultation process, The aeronautical tariffs were finalized 
after duly considering the cross subsidy from non-aeronautical revenue. 

c)	 Abolition of FTC, which directly benefits the airlines as they can avail input tax 
credit, necessitates recalibration of other tariffs to compensate/ cover the 
shortfall in ARR of the Airport Operator 
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" d) The Authority, by inviting detailed comments, had given an opportunity to all 
the Stakeholders to express their views on the Consultation Paper. 

12.5	 Regarding the comments of MI, it is stated that the Proposal in the Consultation 
Paper was put forward after taking into account the likely loss due to abolishment 
of FTC and projected Landing Revenue dunng balance period of the Control 
Period (As per tariff order). 

12.6	 The Authority, noted that, whereas, MI, has accepted the increase in Landing 
Charges as proposed in the Consultation Paper i.r.o. FY 2021-22 & FY 2022-23, 

however, in respect of FY 2029~21,.tAl has pointed out that the revenue from 
Landing Charges has beent~~rt1~~3ttQefYII year i.e. 12 months of FY2020-21 for 
calculation of increase"" i.n:ratesiiQ~tx~.d of 9 months (i.e. residual period of 
FY2020-21 w.e.f. 01.07.20Zo'tQ';31:~~;,4-Q4M. 

<'\ .;::>:;:;; -. :{" -; ;:</'~ 

12.7	 Here, the Authority notes r'~~rVices were closed for almost 3 months 
due to the outbreak of Pan~~ ;. I;. "". i·(;1:~-19. However, it is also noted that AAI 
has considered the loss of re~~8~~lfr~mi FTC for the full year FY 2020-21 instead 

of 9 months, whereas the ~Tqubfof'ld§s:gn account of FTC should also be lower 
due to closure of Air Servh:~sdUrirl~:fthe3 months period Therefore, if both the 

landing charges as well as\g~~fr()m~;ryiS considered for 9 months period, in 
FY 2020-21, then the inc~ease:iDi~l;;;¥fe$'t"will be almost the same as projected by 

the Authority in the COrisult~ti~~i:'f:~P\1r;:: 

12.8 Notwithstanding, the above, it is also stated that. the present cnsrs due to 
. pandemic outbreak has affected the aviation industry, and, the Authority, is not in 
a position to make any estimate regarding Landing Charge that will be collected 
by AAI during FY 2020-21 or in the loss due to abolition of FTC, till a clear picture 

regarding future oP:E?£~~lgn/ business ~t8Q. of Airport/Airlines emerges, and, 

ultimately (t~e~ej,;maYb~~/sub~t,?fJtji'.\1 va~ia~S~?·in~otptpe revenue from Landing 
Charge as~~11 ;~s 10$S().U1FT~.~pijn1J:i3tedbyt~e A:~tWprity for the ongoing control 
period.i;'ss: ;/ 

So the present pro of increase in rates is more ad hoc in nature, to provide 
immediate relief, tity also decides to true up this 
aspect of revenue y while determining tariff for the 
next i.e. the 2nd C® 

The Authority, therefore, takirg into consideration the above, decides to increase 
the existing Landing Charges at Coimbatore Airport, by 12% for the remaining 
1st Control Period to recover the loss on account FTC/ARR Revenues expected 
during the balance period of First Control Period. 
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ORDER
 

Upon careful consideration of material available on record, the Authority, in exercise of 
powers conferred by Section 13(1) (a) of the AERA Act, 2008 hereby orders that: 

(i)	 The Authority has decided to allow AAI to revise Landing Charges by 
increasing the existing rates by 12% in each of the tariff years FY 2020-21, 
FY 2021-22 & FY 2022-23 at Coimbatore Airport, i.e. for the period w.e.f 
15.07.2020 to 31.03.2023,or, till the determination of aeronautical charges for 
the 2nd Control Period, to recover the shortfall in FTC Revenues of RS.6.47 

. crores in lieu of abolition of FTC. The Revised Landing Charges approved by 
the Authority is annexed as ;;A!?:J!I~it,<ure I". 

(ii)	 To 'true up' the R~r~~;Dl;i:'>"'~~;i9r>:Actuals while deterrnininq tariff of 
Coimbatore Airport fo~;,ti~i¥;:nd'i':/~rjod; 

(iii)	 The Revised Landin licable w.o.f: 15.07.2020. 

e Order and in the name of the Authority 

(Ram Krishan) 

Director (Policy & Statistics) 

To,
 

Airports Authority of India,
 
Rajiv Gandhi Bhavan, 
Safdarjung Airport, 
New Delhi -110 ' 

Copy to: Secretary, Ministry 
New Delhi-110003 

~ajiv Gandhi Bhawan, Safdarjung Airport 
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Annexure - I 
AAI Coimbatore Airport 

Revised Landing Charges Approved by the Authority to be applicable for the period 
from 15.07.2020 to 31.03.2023. 

Existing Rate per Landing - International - As per Order no,44/2018-19 dated 06.03.2019 

II' Weight of the 

I Aircraft . 

I-~-:-:~:~::T'-UP-

I to 50 MT 

IAbove 50 MT up 
I to 100 

~Above 100 MT to 
! 200 MT . 

I 

I Above 200MT 
I 

FY 2020-21 FY 2021-22 

59.58 Per MT :-:-:-06-';:~~:~-.'";-~- --------.. ---. 
--~ftO.+486.72·per 

excess of 25 Mlt,";, ")';~~ss of 25 MT 

7940+540.80
 
in excess of 50
 

IFY 2022-23 
I 

26997 Per MT-. -. ----. I 
6749.18+506.19 per I 
MT in excess of 25 MT 'I 

19403.90+584.93 per I 
MT in excess of 50 MT 

AERA Approved Revised Rate per Landing - International - w.e.f. 15.07.2020 

Weight of the 
Aircraft 

Upto 25 MT 

Above 25 MT up 

to 50 MT 

Above 50 MT up 

to 100 

Above 100 MT to 
200 MT 

Above 200 MT 

---_._. 

FY 2020-21 

120300+839 per MT in 

excess of 200 MT 

FY 2021-22 FY 2022-23 

302 Per MT 

7550+567 per MT in 

excess of 25 MT 

21725+655 per I\I1T in 
excess of 50 MT 

r MT in 

excess of 100 MT 

54475+756 per MT in 
excess of 100 MT 

125100+872 per MT in 

excess of 200 MT 

130075+907 per MT in 

excess of 200 MT 



Existing Rate per Landing - Domestic - As per Order no.44/2018-19 dated 06.03.2019 

I 
I Weight of the 
i Aircraft 
I-~ ----~ ~-~~-,~-----~.-

I~Pto 25rvlT 
I Above 25 MT up 
I to 50 MT 

!AbOve '50MTup 
I to 100 

Above 100 MT to 
200 MT 

[Abave2OO-MY'-
I 

I 

Weight of the 

Above 25 MT up 
to 50 MT . 

Above 50 MT up 
to 100 

Above 100 MT to 
200 MT 

I AbOve 200 MT 

1____

FY20-21 

166.40 Per MT 
4160+291.20 per MT in 

excess of 25 MT 

1144o+332.soperMT 
in excess of 50 MT 

28080+405.60 per MT 
in excess of 100 MT 

FY21-22 

173.06 Per MT 
4326+302.85 per MT 
in excess of 25 MT 

11897.60+34611 per 
MT in excess of 50 MT 

29203.20+42182 per 
MT in excess of 100 

xMT 

--68640+45:7'.-6-tYP~r-MT .'"7136]-.69+475.90 

in excess of 2(jOlVlr~_lI~excess of 200 

FY21-22FY20-21. 

FY22-23 

179.98 Pel MT 
4499+314.96 per MT 

in excess of 25 MT 

12373:50+35996 per 
MT in excess of 50 MT 

3037133+43870 per 
MT in excess of 100 
MT 

per-f--=-:-=-:C-:-:::-::---:-::--:-:;C74241.02+494.94 per 

Aircraft

-----.--.-------~-------------j.~wpe;Md~~per-MT~~
-Upto 25 MT 186 Per IVlT 

4650+326 per MT
 
excess of 25 MT
 

12800+373 per IVlT in 
excess of 50 MT 

31450+454 per MT in 
excess of 100 MT 

76850+513 per MT in 
iextess of 200MT 

4850+339 per MT in 5050+353 per MT in 
excess of 25 MT excess of 25 MT 

13325+388 per MT in I 13875+403 per MT in 
excess of 50 MT excess of 50 MT j


---' -------------_._-------------
32725+472 per MT in 
excess of 100 MT 

79925+533 per MT in 
excess bf200MT· '. 

MT in excess of 200 
MT 

I FY22-23 

34025+491 per MT in 
excess of 100 MT 

83125+554 per MT 
excess of 200 MT 

II) to 31.03.2023 Fuel Throughput Gha~gle$fOrthEKiPE~ti()dirr:qrniu1.04.2020
. 

"., 

Fuel Throughp ut 
Charges 

Unit 

INR per 
KL 

:

As per AERA 
Order No. 44/2018-19 

500.00 

Ab olished by
 
MoCA w.e.I.
 
15.01.2020 

'NIL' 

Note: All other charges as determined and terms & conditions vide 
Order No.44/2018-19 dated 06.03.2019 shall remain applicable. 
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